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BCCI Planting Tree Initiative: The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI), which is known as

the richest cricket board in the world, has taken another sensational decision. As part of the IPL-16

playo�s schedule starts today, BCCI will plant �ve hundred saplings for every dot ball bowled by the

bowlers in these four matches (two quali�ers, one eliminator, �nal).

The BCCI took this decision before the �rst quali�er between Chennai Super Kings and Gujarat

Titans at Chepauk. As a part of this, Star and Jio, which are broadcasting IPL matches, show a tree

symbol on the scorecard whenever the dot balls come. With this, the spectators who were watching

the match found it new and started searching for the truth.
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According to this, BCCI will plant �ve hundred saplings for every dot ball thrown in the four matches

to be played in the playo�s. For example, if 50 dot balls are hit in one match, a total of 25 thousand

plants will be planted at the rate of 500 plants per dot ball. BCCI will undertake a sapling program

across the country.

In CSK – GT match..

Titans bowlers bowled a total of 34 dot balls in 20 overs as part of the ongoing match between

Chennai and Gujarat in Chepauk. That means BCCI will plant 17 thousand (34*500=17,000) saplings

through one CSK innings. And we have to see how many dot balls will be scored in the next three

matches along with the total of this match.

They are the inspiration..

As part of the IPL season last year, the Rajasthan Royals team started an amazing program with the

famous French company Shinder Electric. It has been decided to plant 17,000 saplings within a

period of six months after the end of the IPL �nal. Since about 10 thousand tons of carbon dioxide

emissions are released through a single IPL match, this idea was made to play carbon free matches

in the next 30 years. It is known that BCCI also got inspiration from this program. If this program is

successful, there is no possibility of doing more like this in the coming days.
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